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What is WAX?

400M gamers currently trade billions of virtual items each month. The
team from OPSkins, the world’s #1 centralized marketplace for trading
video game virtual assets, is developing Worldwide Asset eXchange (WAX),
a decentralized platform designed to serve the 400 Million online game
players who collect and trade in-game items. WAX will enable anyone to
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operate a fully functioning virtual item marketplace, similar to OPSkins,
with zero investment in security infrastructure and payment processing.
WAX is a decentralized, fully functioning exchange in a widget.

“WAX is the onramp for mass market
cryptocurrency adoption.”
-William Quigley, WAX CEO
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What is the Market Opportunity?

Over 400M gamers purchase close to $50B dollars in virtual items
annually. The virtual item trading industry is fragmented across hundreds
of competing marketplaces, each utilizing different business practices
tailored for their region. This creates significant territorial supply and
demand imbalances. The ideal solution to this problem is a global virtual
item repository accessible to anyone that provides a complete catalog of
all items available for sale in real time. Such a repository, when coupled
with a reliable and low cost settlement network, will vastly improve price
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discovery and market liquidity.

How does the WAX Token work?

WAX Tokens act as stored value for acquiring in-game items and as
smart contracts for buying, selling, renting and trading. Building on the
OPSkins team’s 20 years AND BILLIONS OF TRANSACTIONS of virtual
item experience, the WAX Platform will allow the global pool of buyers
and sellers to eliminate the many financial risks they encounter from the
prevailing consignment-based marketplace model in use today. WAX
supports a platform where all market participants - listing and selling
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agents, settlement fiduciaries, appraisers, affiliates, and buyers and
sellers - will merchandise, apportion fees and settle transactions quickly
and securely.

